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Abstract—Building Information Model (BIM) is an IT 

methodology to construct a facility virtually in details.  The 

digital format representation is essential to facilitate information 

sharing and exchange among multiple contractors. Industry 

Foundation Classes (IFC) is utilized to embed the shared data in 

an XML standard structure to improve the interoperability 

among all interrelated participants within the facility 

construction process. Web Service (WS) is an XML component 

which encapsulates and transfers a business process and its 

contiguous data safely, concurrently, and less-cost among several 

sides through accessing the web. In this paper, a web service-

based framework is introduced to enhance the performance of 

IFC elements exchange and accessibility through the web. The 

framework employs multiple web service replicas in order to 

obtain a fast real-time 3D view. Each individual service replica 

retrieves a specific section of the IFCs information from the DB 

backend and draws its corresponding object. Experimental 

evaluation shows that the framework effectively enhances the 

time required to sketch the overall 3D view for the participant. 

Index Terms—Web Services and Systems, Building Informa-

tion Systems, Performance and Scalability 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IM (Building Information Model) is a digital 

representation of a facility that alleviates exchange and 

interoperability of information in a digital format [1]. This is 

quite unlike the past 3D software that had only geometric 

models. Using BIM tools, diverse participators and contractors 

(owners, architects, civil engineers, structural engineers, and 

schedulers) can share facilities’ information throughout the 

lifecycle of a construction project as shown in Figure 1 [2]. 

Each of the utilized BIM Tools within the industrial market 

has its own file format (e.g. XML, CAD…etc) and hence, the 

embedded information inside those files would not be easily 

exchanged among the different participators. Approximately 

4.25% of the entire work costs are wasted in the U.S Capital 

Facilities Industry due to the problem of incompatibility [3]. 

As such, the exchange and sharing of construction information 

are becoming salient issues in BIM Processes. To solve these 

challenges, IAI (International Alliance for Interoperability) 

has presented IFC (International Foundation Classes), which 

expresses facility information with the EXPRESS data 

modeling language as a standard construction information 

model [2, 3]. 

The term IFC is recognized for the underlying schema and 

for data content structured according to the schema [1]: 

 

 

Figure 1. Building Information Model Relations 

 The IFC schema is: an open-source, well-defined and 
industry-wide standard for identifying and exchanging 
construction and facility management precise information 
among different software applications, its main structure 
composed of the following basic components: 

 Class diagram that defines the existence of components 
and ideas in the construction and FM (Facilities 
Management) domain and the relationships that exist 
between – i.e. the graphical representations of the IFC 
specification. 

 Computer interpretable representation of the class 
diagram with additional constraints and requirements 
that can be utilized by solution providers to produce a 
specific executable code – i.e. the textual representation 
of the IFC specification. 

 Documentation that demonstrates the content and use of 
the IFC schema in details and that makes it easy to 
navigate within the IFC schema – i.e. the HTML based 
IFC schema documentation. 

 The IFC model is: a data file or database whose structure is 
established by the IFC schema, usually the IFC file 
produced by software applications that are IFC compatible. 
It involves a well-defined illustration of the building (or 
engineering structure) that is an openly viewable BIM of 
that project and that may contain 3D, 2D or no graphical 
representations of the elements as shown in Figure 2. 

Most of the BIM Tools from all the leading CAD vendors 
(e.g. AutoDesk, Graphisoft, and Visio) can export or import 
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IFC file formats, allowing users the ability to transform each 
BIM model into an IFC file format to exchange and share with 
each other. when IFC models were used in actual projects, 
three problems emerged: (1) increased time to exchange files 
due to increased size of IFC files as a result of   increases in the 
size of models; (2) loss of information in IFC files due to the 
use of different IFC translators in diverse kinds of software; 
and (3) version control issues and the authority to use files. 
Due to these problems, information models became less 
consistent and were unable to provide necessary information 
throughout the entire processes of the projects [2, 4]. 

 

Figure 2. IFC Sample Data [5] 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [6] describes Web 
Service (WS) as “a software system designed to support an 
interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. 
It has an interface described in a machine format; specifically 
WSDL. Other systems interact with the Web service in a 
manner prescribed by its description using SOAP-messages, 
typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in 
conjunction with other Web-related standards”. 

This paper describes Web Service-Based IFC Viewer 
framework which shares IFC data visually among different end 
users through web services in order to solve the previous 
problems: (1) Allow real-time partial data exchanging needed 
to be processed by participating users of the same team, (2) 
Provide the same web-based tool for all users to standardize 
IFC translations, and (3) Support centralized version control 
and several security roles in such a way that would let the 
administrator grant privileges for each user to access some (or 
all) IFC data. 

This paper provides specific details about our Web Service-
Based IFC Viewer framework and its service-based 
architecture. Related work will be presented in section 2. 
Section 3 describes the structure of Web-Based BIM 
framework. Section 4 illustrates how our framework is 
implemented and states the hardware & software specifications 
used in its application. Section 5 contains a summary and 
presents future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Several research projects have implemented client-server 
architecture for collaborating on BIM models. Perhaps the 
most notable of these was the IFC Server from the VTT 
Technical Research Centre (Finland) and IMSvr project of 
SECOM (Japan) [7]. The project was an Internet-based model 
server that built upon two significant standards, the IFC 
building data format and the Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP) web services protocol. Leveraging these existing 
industry standards made the task of creating software simpler 
because developers could reuse existing knowledge, 
documentation and tooling. Unfortunately the project never got 
beyond the research lab, but its concepts still alive for further 
projects. 

A consortium of European organizations (TNO, VTT, and 
CRISO) committed to developing the concept further by 
producing BIMServer based on JAVA technologies [8]. 
Alongside these research institutions, several business 
companies have expressed an interest in making compatible 
client software to explore the potential of the concept in 
practice. 

Several companies (GraphiSoft, Autodesk…etc) has 
released a commercial version of the previous mentioned 
product BIMServer to enhance some presentation and security 
issues. Moreover, it supports project migration from the oldest 
versions of their products implemented by earlier projects 
such as the Revit project in Autodesk to be compatible with 
it [9]. 

WISPER project [10] has introduced a web and IFC-based 
distributed computer integrated environment that supports 
CAD design, visualization, estimating, planning specifications 
and supplier information. WISPER has enabled users to 
exchange project information through STEP standard and 
share the information through the IFC database.  

University of Salford’s School of Construction and Property 
Management has developed an IFC application as a part of the 
British Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council 
(EPSRC) in order to implement BIM methods and technologies 
to preview the entire building designs on different ways of 
construction [11]; including integrating the lifecycle facility 
costing into nD modeling . 

However, the main drawbacks of all listed previous projects 

are: (1) Lacking compatibility with modern technologies and 

most recently software products. (2) Lacking in interactivity 

and producing a non-immersive virtual world. (3) Requiring a 

necessary installation such as the case in [10] as a particular 

software component must be installed on participants’ 
machines before beginning any project use. This paper solved 

these drawbacks by: (1) The proposed framework is 

compatible with the recent software technologies. (2) Direct, 

easy and interactive access to the 3D facility graphical 

representation within considering the security, performance 

and scalability requirements.   . 
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Figure 3. The Web Service-Based IFC Viewer Framework

III. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION

The  architecture  of Web  Service-Based  IFC  Viewer 
framework is constructed based on a three-tier client–server 
infrastructure to define the relationship between the Data-
base Backend,  Web Service-middleware,  and Web Viewer 
that allows partial retrieving and querying of IFC project. 
Figure  3  shows  a  general  overview of  the  Web Service-
Based IFC Viewer framework.  Each tier  of the suggested 
framework is designed to be isolated for providing several 
benefits such as maximum control, scalability, and flexibil-
ity [12, 13]. A detailed description of each tier is discussed 
as follows:

The Database Backend:  It  accepts and holds contents of 
the IFC files, and then facilitates data retrieval. It includes 
two  main  components:  Database  Storage  and  Database 
Desktop Manager. The Database Storage has the following 
specifications:

 Saves  multiple  IFC  files;  each  file  is  identified  with  a 
unique identity.

 Searches the IFC files’ contents  by different  parameters 
(IFC entity, IFC Line number, or entity parameters).

 Performs analytic storage for each IFC file that establishes 
all possible relations among its contents.

The  Database  Desktop  Manager  basically  connects 
providers’ IFC input files to corresponding  Database Stor-
age and generates an HTML code, sent as a message, neces-
sary for participants to monitor the graphical presentations 
of a requested  IFC file through a web viewer.

The Web Service (WS)-Middleware: This layer is built on 
utilizing the technology of web services in order to facilitate 
the  intercommunication  between  the  participant’s  Web 
Viewer and Database Backend. The Web Service-Based IFC 
Viewer  framework  dynamically  performs  the  following 
functionalities through the usage of web services:

 Session Management: Any participant  could open more 
than  one browser  page simultaneously.  In  other  words; 
there is more than one browser plug-in for each user at the 
same time. Each Web Service opens new sessions in the 

beginning of execution for every browser plug-in to keep 
track  of  what  objects  transferred  to  each  currently 
executed plug-in.

 Data Transfer: Any browser plug-in receives the size of 
data  packets  of  requested  IFC  file,  and  consequently 
request IFC elements in such a way that repeated objects 
inside all  elements should be sent only once during the 
same session.

The Web Viewer: Every participant has a web browser installed 
with  the  operating  system,  activating  a  particular  designed 
browser plug-in that will run as a utility component to draw and 
show the 3D graphical model for target facility. Moreover, it will 
enable the IFC provider admin to collect the required credentials 
about the involved participants in order to preserve the necessary 
level of security needed during the IFC data transfer process. The 
suggested plug-in component will particularly accomplish the 
following operations:

 It takes parameters of the web service endpoint including 
the IP address and port number of the server which pub-
lishes  the  web  service  itself  (e.g.  IP: 10.23.43.3,  port: 
2030) in order to interact with the specified WS-Middle-
ware.

 It  takes the parameter name, which expressed as a hash 
key to preserve the security of the IFC file, of the target 
IFC file maintained inside the target Database Storage in 
which the involved web services within the WS-Middle-
ware interacts with (e.g.  IFC file name: g34wds45fc23q).

 It receives IFC file objects of a particular facility through 
parsing the incoming SOAP messages from the involved 
web  services  running  inside  the  WS-Middleware. 
Specifically, it enables a participant to view every distinct 
facility  after  collecting  all  its  related  IFC  objects.  For 
example,  it  receives  the  walls,  windows,  doors…etc  as 
objects  constructing  the  target  facility  that  a  participant 
aims to recognize. 

 It converts the transferred objects of the target facility from 
IFC format  into  graphics  format,  and  then  renders  the 
drawing  context.  Typically,  it  produces  a  3D  facility 
viewer as requested by each participant.
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Figure 4. A Sequence Diagram showing the 3-tier framework Interaction 

Figure 4 introduces a sequence diagram for demonstrating 
the main executed activities between the three layers involved 
inside the Web Service-Based IFC Viewer framework. Every 
time, each participant implements the following activities in 
such an order to obtain the facility data he/she aims to check: 

1. The participant initializes the communication with the WS-
Middleware. It requests opening a new session and 
determining the target IFC file. The running web services 
inside the WS-Middleware execute the specified operation 
named OpenSession in order to open new session, and then 
replies with new unique session identity for that session. 

2. The maximum size of transferred SOAP messages between 
the WS-Middleware and participants have to be initially 
estimated based on some metrics including the hosted web 
services servers’ performance and the network capabilities. 
The participant can get this size through consuming the 
operation GetLimit embedded within the running web 
service in the WS-Middleware. 

3. The main activity presents transferring the IFC data from the 
Database Storage to a participant passing through accessing 
the operation entitled GetObject within the running web 
services in the WS-Middleware. Participant passes the 
following parameters to the operation GetObject in order to 
effectively accomplish the data transfer process: 

 Session Identity: to recognize each participant’s requests. 

 Entity Name: to specify the needed objects representing 
the different entities located in the required IFC file. A 
detailed example of this process is shown later in 
implementation section. 

 Offset: to bookmark the last IFC line transferred to 
participant. 

The WS-Middleware processes the incoming parameters, 
and then sends the needed query to the Database Storage 
located inside the Database Backend in order to get the 
required facility data. Therefore, it saves the transferred data 
in a temporary file using the specified IFC format. Finally it 
sends SOAP messages encapsulating the required data which 
don’t exceed the pre-determined size limit. 

4.  Before session termination, the participant enquires the WS-
Middleware to close his/her opening session through calling 

the web service operation CloseSession which consequently, 
delete the session data and empty the session slot for another 
participant access. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISSCUSSION 

As shown in Figure 3, the suggested framework consists of 
3 layers: the Database backend, WS-middleware and 
participant. First, the Database backend has been designed 
with SQL Server 2005; connected to a database desktop 
manager which has been implemented by Java technologies in 
order to be compatible with any platform.  Second, the WS-
middleware has been constructed and implemented through 
using Visual Studio 2008, SQLite Database and ORM: Entity 
Framework [14]. The Visual Studio is utilized to building the 
Web services, SQLite Database for storing the transferred data 
during runtime and ORM: Entity Framework for optimizing 
the query coding. Finally, the participant is viewing the 3D 
graph of the target facility through a web browser which 
embeds an ActiveX control that consequently utilizing the 
Directx9c Graphics Library for drawing the 3D facility model. 
Each vertex within the model is sketched using TNO’s IFC 
Engine [15]. 

Although IFC is constructed using an XML standard 
language to facilitate the facility information exchange, 
however, the XML language lacks from redundancy in storage, 
transmission, and processing [16] that leads to use a relational 
database engine such as SQL Server 2005 for IFC 
representation in this work. The database schema for the IFC 
representation within the database backend layer is depicted in 
Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. The IFC Database Schema 

The IFC Database schema contains four entities: 

 IFC_File: Holds names of IFC files. 

 IFC_Entity: Stores all names of entities that can be used by 
any IFC file. For example, a door in a facility is considered 
an an entity within the IFC file. 

 IFC_Element: Saves the data of an IFC element contained 
in an imported IFC file and referred by IFC entity. Each 
element inside an IFC file has a hash number and record 
data. For example, as shown in Figure 2, the record 
(IFCDIMENSIONALEXPONENTS(1,0,0,0,0,0,0)), which 
expresses the quantities of length, mass, time, electric 
current, thermodynamic temparture, amount of substance 
and luminous intensity of the entity dimensions of the 
product of powers is enumarated by a hash number (#14). 
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 IFC_Element _Rel: Represents the relationships between 
elements of each imported IFC file. For example, as shown 
in Figure 2, the IFC element with hash number (#12) is 
referred to another IFC element with hash number (#10). 

 

Figure 6. A portion of the WSDL of Web service in the WS-middleware 

Figure 6 shows the Web Service Description Language 
(WSDL) of the deployed Web service running in the WS-
middleware. The implemented Web service provides four 
different business operations to satisfy the participants’ 
requests: 

 OpenSession: is consumed to create a session for a 
participant request, determine the IFC file needed to be 
viewed and perform the needed pre-processing actions for 
the session establishment including unique identity 
generation and creation of temporary file database using 
the SQLite database. 

 CloseSession: is accessed to close a participant session 
using its unique identity after sending all the required data 
of requested IFC file and destroy the temporary file 
database in order to preserve the security of the transferred 
data as well as enhance the performance of the utilized 
servers. 

 GetLimit: is requested by a participant to obtain the 
maximum bytes of data that can be sent by the deployed 
Web service. 

 GetObject: is used to send the IFC element data to the 
web browser seen by the participant through using the 
following parameters: participant identity, IFC element 
name, and last position of the sent data inside the target 
element since the data might be divided and sent over 
multiple times. 

 

 

Figure 7. A part of a HTML Message Resulting From Database Desktop 

Manager 

As demonstrated in Figures 3 and 4, the contractors such 
as Architect and civil engineers add the IFC files of the target 
facility to the Database backend store through the Database 
Desktop Manager. Consequently, the Database Desktop 
Manager initiates the execution of the embedded ActiveX 
control within the web browser through generating a particular 
HTML message as shown in Figure 7 which specifically, in 
that case, determines the drawn area shown in the web 
browser, in addition of a “server” parameter defining the 
connection details to a particular web service endpoint as well 
as the target IFC file. Therefore, the participants including 
owner and operator are ready to access the ActiveX control in 
order to starting the viewing of the 3D model of the target IFC 
representing a facility as depicted in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8. A Snapshot of 3D Model Web Viewer 

The ActiveX control consumes the Web services running 
within the WS-middleware in order to retrieve the IFC data. 
Each Web service receives the incoming request which 
determines the IFC file name and starts to retrieve the data 
part by part during runtime. Moreover, the Web service does 
not retrieve any element that has been sent before, while, it 
uses the first copy of the element in any requested drawing. 
Notably, a participant can open several browser web pages 
and ask for drawing different IFC files during runtime. In that 
case, multiple replicas of the main Web service would be 
generated dynamically in order to answer all incoming 
requests. The management of Web service replication is out of 
scope in this paper. An adaptive Web Services replication 
framework suggested in [17] could be utilized to manage the 
required web services replication process.  
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Figure 9. The Average Response Time of GetObject operation in the 

Utilized WS 

Figure 9 describes the relationship between the incoming 
requests regarding the operation GetObject and the average 
response time. The suggested framework has been run 1000 
times; in each time, a number of requests is chosen randomly. 
After finishing the experiment, the average response time is 
calculated for each number of requests. 

As depicted in Figure 9, at the beginning of the framework 
initialization, the average response time is high due to the time 
needed firstly for starting the required sessions and figuring 
the saved database elements. Later, after the initialization 
point, the average response time is slightly similar whatever 
the number of requests is and how much the size of the 
transferred data is. As a recap, the proposed framework 
improves the performance and scalability of drawing the 3D 
facility model.  

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

In this work, a 3-tier Web Service-Based IFC Viewer 
framework is described and fully discussed. The suggested 
framework basically enhances the intercommunication among 
the different participants and contractors through facilitate the 
accessibility to the target facility information that both 
participants and contractors aim to construct. 

The proposed framework contains a particular Web 
Service-Middleware in order to dynamically retrieve the 
facility information efficiently and therefore, draw its 3D 
model to be virtually available online for the related 
participants. The implemented experiment and outcome results 
demonstrate that the Web Service-Based IFC Viewer 
framework improves the performance and scalability of 
sketching 3D facility model through the web. 

The future work can be summarized in three different 
aspects. First, convert the Database Desktop Manager from a 
desktop application needed to be installed on a particular 
contractor side into a web application that would be available 
to all involved contractors. The target web application will be 
managed with an authorization process to organize the 
interaction among the contractors and participants in order to 
increase the security of the transferred data. Second, replicate 
the data stored within the Database Server into other servers, 
when the main Database server is loaded or failed in order to 
guarantee a faster data retrieving process during drawing the 

3D facility model. Finally, establish an application server to 
publish dynamically the web pages which contain a generated 
HTML code to draw 3D model for the target facility, and 
replies its corresponding links to the participants directly. 
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